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Background & Interviews



PART ONE

Background & Interviews
Interview questions

  1.How often do you cook?

  2.How do you define Cooking?

  3.How did you learn to cook? 

  4.What’s the best part of cooking?

  5.What's the worst part of cooking?

  6.Have you had any bad cooking accidents? (Ask 

probing questions)

  7.What are your favorite cooking tools? Why?

  8.What would make you more likely to cook?

Field Study

● Users worried about safety

● Interest in Recipe discovery

● Cooking and socialization

● Cooking is a chore to some, a joy to others
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PART TWO

Early Designs (sketches)
● Iterate on designs (10+10)

● Differences in output style

○ audio only

○ projector

○ wearable
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PART THREE

First Prototype

Chef-E is a smart cutting board used for 

assisting cooking. Users are able to get 

ingredients weighed, discover recipes 

according to ingredients, search for recipes by 

name, get the health facts of food and most 

importantly, cook with the vocal instructions 

from Chef-E.  
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PART THREE

User Test
● Tasks

○ Weigh object

○ Return to Main Menu

○ Discover or search for recipe

○ Analyze Cooking page

● Findings

○ Interface needs work

■ navigation

○ Input method

■ physical touch sensor
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PART FOUR

Second Prototype
● Interface Differences

○ Background (simplified)

○ Sleep page added

○ Improved navigation/ error handling

○ E-Ink Buttons (buttons change based on 

screen you are on)

○ Scales moved inside of the cutting board

Before

After



PART FOUR

Second Prototype
● Interface Differences

○ New front screen (simplified)

○ E-Ink Buttons (buttons change based on 

screen you are on)

○ Improved navigation/ error handling

○ Scales moved inside of the cutting board



PART FOUR

User test
● Many issues occurred previously have been 

avoided
● The user could complete most of the tasks 

smoothly and was satisfied with most of Chef-
E’s features and interface design.

● However, some details and examples in the 
interface prototype are not enough 

● The “resume” option in the home page caused 
confusions. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m32G6J6Mzuc
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PART FIVE

Moving Forward
● We were all happy with this design 

assignment. It was a pure design practice, so 
that we did not need to consider about the 
possibility of implementing. We could have 
wild ideas and use daily materials to build a 
prototype according to those ideas.

● We do believe our design is able to go to 
market since Chef-E would be a really 
useful and popular product. College 
students need it. Housewives need it. 
Even professional cooks need it. People 
who have difficulty cooking or want to 
cook better need Chef-E.



PART FIVE

Moving Forward
● However, we still need to consider more 

about the market. We need to make market 
investigations to make sure our product does 
not have overlapping functions with existing 
products like cooking apps in iPad. Also, the 
price of this product should be considered. 
People may use a regular cutting board, a 
scale and a cooking app in mobile device 
instead of our product in the kitchen, if Chef-E 
is too expensive. Additionally, advertising is 
also a question needed to be considered. 
How to differ our product from traditional 
cooking assisting device is the most vital 
concern in advertising. 

     VS



by Chef-E team

Thank you!


